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Title word cross-reference

#10 [Loo75]. #11 [WR79]. #2
[BH72a, Cam72, Hea72c, Tut73]. #3
[Fit73, Fit74c]. #4 [Bar73, Fit73, GJ74].
#5 [Cam73]. #6 [HJ74, McC73, Sta74]. #7
[CMR74, FMW74, GJY75a, JG74]. #8
[Fit74a, Hal75, Har77]. #9 [Kah75].
(2, 4, 4) [Sha15b], (Cm+1) [Gae99], 1/π
[GZ05b, Gol91]. 2W [Mur00]. 3
[GZ05b, Myl05, NO91, Sha15b]. 3/2 [Fri74].
5 [vHK12]. 2F1 [vHK12, vHI14]. 2n
[Cam72, Sun73]. arccoth [CDJW00]. modp
[Tro82]. C1 [JSS03]. Cmn [Din09].
C{X1, Xd}[Y] [Per99]. D [Rue05, Tsa00]. δ
[NS18]. F [BHMM13]. F(x, u1, ..., uℓ) [S100]. F4 [Cr15]. GF(q) [Vil98]. GL(nR)
[Bro09]. J1 [Gol91]. k [Bar15]. L
[GR08, Zwi84]. λ [Fla88]. ↔ [Alv00]. n
[BC02, Fit74b, GHL15, KHS1, WL08]. ω
[FHR12]. P
[WDG82, Mor99, Sl91, Tro82, Vol95, Yun74].
P3 [HM99]. p^n [Vol95]. Q [Yas08, Zim97]
[BDM13, CX08, CDM15, Ghe10, Sho15].
Q(4; q) for q = 5, 7 [DHS04]. Rn [IP11]. S
[Zim97]. sin^2 x + cos^2 x = 1 [Fat85b].
Sym^n Pm [Gae99]. W
[Di09, MS16a, SFG13, SFGZ14, LLG08]. X
[DG15, She10]. Y [She10].
$$y^{(3)} + ay' + by = 0, a, b \in C[x] \text{ [Ber99a].}$$

$$Y_{2n} \text{ [BH72a, Hea72c].}$$

$$y^{2} = x \text{ [Gos98].}$$

$$\frac{x^{2} - 2x}{Z_4} \text{ [MMSY15].}$$

-adic [Mor99, Yun74, Vol95, WGD82].

-adiically [Tro82].

-ary [Mur00].

-calculus [Fla88].

-D [WL08].

-deformed [CDM15].

-dierence [Ghe10].

-equivariant [GK16].

-graded [HL10].

-Grobner [LLG08].

-groups [NO91, Sla91].

-ideal [Tsa00].

-integral [Zim97].

-invariants [She10].

-LLL [NS18].

-modular [Go91].

-modules [Rue05].

-polynomials [GR08].

-prefix [KH81].

-problem [Sun73].

-simple [Bar15].

-split [Sha15b].

-stuffle [BDM13].

-type [VHI14].

-Weierstrass [Sho15].

-WZ [CX08].

//www.orcca.on.ca/sca2002 [Rei02].

'05 [Kau05].

1 [CMR74, Ver75].

1.0 [GPS97].

10th [Ano08a, Mad92].

130 [LM08].

14 [Ano01a, MP10].

14-15 [Sit06].

ECTB+14, MP12, Pos13. 1968 [Col69].

1969 [Mos70b]. 1974 [Jen74a].


1992 [Mad92]. 1994 [Hon94].

1998 [LR98].


2 [KP07, Lan86, Loo72b, MF83, Rod84].

2-8849-113-9 [Qu97]. 2-8849-114-7 [Qu97].

2-distribution [Edo08].

2000 [Ano99c, Ano99e, Ano99d, Ano99b, Ano99g].

2002 [Ano01b, Ano01c, BBS+02, Bue03, Dav03, Gim03, Sch02, Sit02b].

2005 [Ajw05].

2006 [Trm06].

2008 [Ano08a].

2009 [Hea09].

2010 [Ano10a, Ano10d, Ano10g, Ano10f].

2011 [Fit12, JCMG11b, KZ11, May11].

2012 [Ano12, KRR12, SS12b].

2013 [Kai13, Roc13].

2014 [Ano14a].

2015 [Ano13a, IS16, Kai15, LW16].

2017 [Ano17a, Lic17].

21st [DMP+02, tW99].

23rd [DMP+02].

3 [GVR04].

3-540-67733-X [GVR04].

360 [Jen79a, Kai82a].

370 [Whi78].

4 [DP15].

40th [Eng15].

4th [Ano99b].

5 [AB15].

5.2.2 [AB17].

60th [RVMH11].

6th [Ano99f, Mor89].

70th [Ano99a, Ano99i].

73 [Bah77].

74 [Jen74a].

76 [Jen76].

79 [Ng79].

7th [Cha90].

80 [Sho82, Sto80].

80th [KZ11].

81 [Wan81].

83 [Ano82a].

85 [Zas84].

86 [Cha86].

88 [Gia88, Gia89].

89 [Gon89, ISS89].

8th [Cha91, Kot02].

90 [WN90].

91 [Wat91].

92 [Wan92, Sto98].

94 [ACM94, Hon94, ISS94, Nod96a].

95 [Lev95, Ano95b].

96 [Ano95d, CL96, LK96, Ano95c, Ano95f, DL96, EMI96, Hon96a].

97 [Cha96a, Hon96c, Tec98, Sto98, Cha96b, Enc97a, Enc97b, Hon96b, Wes96].

978 [DP15].

978-981-270-942-4 [DP15].

98 [LR98, Wei97, CW98].

981-270-942-8 [DP15].

99 [Ano98, HKS99, Jef98b, Kal98, RL98, Zim98a, Zim98b, Ber99b].

A&M [Sch02].

A-hypergeometric [CDS99].

A. [Le70].

AAECC [Mor89, Ano01a, Mio88].

AAECC-14 [Ano01a].

AAECC-6 [Mor89].

Abel [CTKR99].

abelian [Lab15b, WSW13, GGSR99].

Abell [Cor96a].

abnormal [Joh75].

Abramov
Ano99c, Ano99e, Ano99d, Ano99g, Ano01a, BF74, Bro93, Cal01, Cap03, Cha86, Cha96a, DN90, Do09, Enc97a, Eng15, Gia88, Glo99a, Gon89, GPS97, Gut04, HV98, HEW+14, Je98b, Jen76, Kau05, Kuc82, LR98, Lak96, Laz01, Lev95, Lin98a, Lin98b, Loo72a, Mon93b, Mor89, Mor02, Mou01, Neu69, NMS97, PH81, PS98, Rei00, ISS88, ISS94, SST+97, Sen03, Tan15, Thi00a, Thi00b, Tra06, Tra00, Tsi08, Wan78c, Wan81, Wan92, WN90, Wat91, Wat05, AS99, Arn81, Bah71, BS74, BK04, Bib84, Bos84, Bro03, Bro04, BCLA82, Bul10, Can69, CH85, CE77, CGL05, CM76, Col74, Ebn86, Ele15, Emi15, Fat81, Fat84, Fat15, FCW13, FGVC15, Fre15, GMM87, Gia88, Gia99, GJY78, Grö09, GMGE08. algebraic [Hei13, Her11, HMS10, Hod11, Ili08, Iwa08, Jen79b, Jua15, KS97, KYA08, Ke00, KSZ11, Kra83, Kuc82, KKM15, Laz80, Lee10, Llo84, MK96, Man15b, Man11, Maz15, Mc185, Med15, Mig77, Mio81, Mio84, Mor87, Neu80, Ng74, Ng79, Ngö11, Pon87, Pon88b, Pon88a, Pre15a, RSS15, Rum77, SSS05, Rän17, Sar15, SI08, Sch99, SV99, Ser99, Sha03, SH09, She07, SLW15, Sun73, Tri11, Wan75, Wec74, Wei15, Wib15, Xio07, YA07, ZL13, Zim84b, Zim84a, dCW09, dT84, PH83].

algebraically [HW75, Ull06].

algebras [Bre05, CD15, DM12, KEL16, Lau15, LS03, Lev15a, Poi15, Shi99, Stu10, ZZ15].

Algorithm [Col69, Koe93, HHS12, KPR16, KB78, KV04, Rad10, Shi99].

Algorithmic [Col69, Koe93, HHS12, KPR16, KB78, KV04, Rad10, Shi99].

Algorithm [Ano01a, Ano08a, Ber98b, Cor09, EJP+01, FT13, Hei70, Hei15, KW97, Km75, Lin98a, Lin98b, Mor89, Mor99, NTW97, PST97, SV93, Sta10, Zim84b, ACF+15, BCG09, BCCR80, But92, CK04, CL09, Dav12, Ede13, FSS15, FT15, GKK88, Hod11, Kli78, Li15, Lin07, Man77, MY74, Mio84, Mon99, Neg17, PW03, Pon88b, Raj80, Sch91a, SB89, SLW15, Win84, Xie07, YS10, Yun73, dCW09, dQ78, vH75].

ALLTYPES [Sch07, Sch08b].

Almost [DM10, PR15].

alternative [Fat15].

ALTRAN

[102x646][BH72b, HJ74, Hal74, Hal75, Hel75b].

Always [Ree91, Ree92]. ambiguously [Kor77].

American [Ano01b, Bra98, Abd84, Gon88, Sit06].

AMS [Akr80a, Akr80b, Joy09a].

Amsterdam [Doo77c].

ANALITIK [HS74, Kor76].

Analysis [Ano99a, Ano99i, Ano00c, Ano00d, Ban08, CC83, GKK88, Rei02, Sch83, vH82, AP80, Arn81, Bet83, BZ12, Bun83, But92, DGK04, Ebe16, HJS13, HJS16, IT12, Ke00, Lac92, Nag12, dCW09].

Analytic [Loo72b, Iwa05, Ksl15, Par15, Rag15, SSS+11].

Analytical [SV93, Rod84, Sta10].

annallytical [Bar89, Pea84].

Anatomy [Dav79].

Andrews [Dec14].

Andrews [Ano99c, Ano99d, Tra00].

Annihilating [Mid13].

annotated [On97].

Announcement [Ano98, Ano99a, Ano99b, Ano99c, Ano99d, Ano99f, Ano99h, Ano99i, Ano01c, Cal01, Cha96a, Giu01, Kre01].

Announcements [Ano01a, Lin98a, Lin98b, RL98, Zim98a, Zim98b, Ano09].

Annual [Cha90, Mad92, Cha91].

an [Ben08a, CJS18].

anti-derivatives [Ben08a, CJS18].

Antiquantization [SS17].

Antitranslator [Kry84].

ANTS [KV04].

any [HW75].

ApéryTools [Zen08].

Apéry-like [BB96].

APL [Hol88].
Apollonius [TE05]. appearing [Wol08a]. Application [BC81, FG99, LPA15, Oku97, PHS1, Shia05, Cas08, Fat15, Fel75a, FCW13, Lem15, NP88, PDP00, Sao10, Wan91]. Applications [Ano99f, BMK98, DSJL08, Gro95a, KW97, Kot02, Mon01, Pons87, Rec97, RL98, Rob01, SIl00, TO97, WRL99, tW99, BGLH+10, Ber99b, BW98b, BRRT08, CL11, Dur15, Gim03, Hi93, How70, Kout09, Lud99, Ple69, Poh91, Spe08, SVZ06, Tec11, Tsi08, Wan08c, Zho15, Zhu15]. Applied [Ano95f, Ano01a, Fra80, Gon88, WSW13, Lin98a, Lin98b, Mor89]. Applying [CL09]. approach [Bar10b, BKSS10, Dim71, Ebe83, Kou09, MCP15, MBS15, Por99, Rad10, Sik05]. approaches [Col69, EV05, Xie07]. Approximate [BD14, CKW03, Nag08, SST+97, SS97, ST97, Ste06, Fas06, KSN9, Nag12, Nag17, RSS15, Ter10, Ter13, Tri84b, UM12, Zen08]. Approximation [Pop97, Sak97, EV05, Pop00, SS13]. April [HKS99, Sit06]. Arb [Joh13a]. arbitrary [Ben08a, Pur80]. architectures [Via13]. archive [Bee98]. arctangent [MM89]. argument [Row81]. Arising [Cor00, Bre05, Cam73, Raj80]. Arithmetic [KPS99, Mur14, Web90, Yan91, Joh13a, Joh74, JMd12, LTAD+10, LMRS08, Mat10, MBS15, PM07, Pur80]. arrangement [FGVC15]. art [RSSU97, Zel08]. article [MBKP81]. Articles [Jef98a, Lob96]. Artificially [CPS11]. ary [Mur00]. ASCM [Ano03]. ASCM’2000 [Ano99b]. Asian [Ano99b, Ano03, tW99]. Asir [IS09, SS07]. AskConstants [Sto17]. aspect [Pre15a]. aspects [Kan76, MY74, Sta10]. assessment [AsW08]. associated [APS15, GK16]. Association [Ano99f]. associative [BS15]. Asymptotic [SFG13, dQ77b, Sal91, dQ77a]. asymptotically [RK88]. asymptotics [FS97, Rai11]. Atkinson [But92]. attack [Duj08, Iwa08, LM08]. Attempts [Sht77a]. attraction [Dem12]. August [Ano99c, Ano99d, BBS+02, Gho98a, Jen74a, Jen76, LR98, Sen03, Tra00, Wan81, WN90]. Austria [BW98b, Hon94, Ano99b]. Austrian [AF84]. Author [Loo77e]. authoring [LVW08, Meu03]. Automata [Ada96]. Automated [CCR00, Gie08b, Pei87a]. Automatic [Arn81, Cam75, Cor00, De99, EJP+01, MGR+08, Sto76, ABK+16, DS10a, DS10b, Gat85, HP67, LD11, Sa191, Ver74, vdR73]. automatically [Fat03b]. automating [CW72]. Automorphisms [Ksi15]. Available [Bah77, Sau80]. avoiding [Pud08, Ren82, Zho82]. award [Kal13, Kal15, Ano17a, Gie88b]. Axiom [CGG+04, Dal02, Joy08, Pag07]. B [Bro03, Bro04]. B. [Abr03]. Background [Abr98, Abr03, Abr09]. Backward [Nag12]. Balanced [MX09]. ball [Joh13a]. Barcelona [Mon01]. Barker [BK07]. base [Iwa05]. Based [FH96, MZ97, AsW08, Alvo00, Bal12, BS15, CL87, CMPS10, CK03, Ede13, EF15, FIS16, GMRT+15, HKN10, Jen77, KSN1, LW08, Li09, MCP15, MG15, Pea84, PW03, SW15, Thio00b, Zho15, Zhu15, di82]. Bases [Buc91, BW98a, GS95, GB97, GLGVZT00, HNT14, Li92, Mon93b, Oku97, Sat97, Sch91b, Win97, Win98, BW98b, CC08, Cor961, Dah12, DPFD15, FSS15, GK16, GSGZ15, HZ15, IS09, JS06, Lev15a, LLG08, Mon99, MA08, Poh81, RZ11, Sal12, SK10, Sat00, Suz09, WW11, ZK11, Zha13, BB80, Buc76a, Ebe83, KB78]. Basic [CCM+14, Kot01, Mon99, CCM+16]. Basis [McG04, Buc76b, CLZO8, Ede13, EF15, Fas06, FGVC15, GL13, Liu15, MC95, MSV08, Nag12, Ren15, SI17, Ste08, Ste00, SW15, TM15, Zho08]. Bates [Dec14]. Bath [Ano99e, Ano99g]. Baxter [GSGZ15]. BC [Doo99]. BCH [BSBC15].
Castelnuovo [BGM99]. cattle
[Lo975, Loo77e]. Cauchy [KN97, KN98].
Cauchy-type [KN98]. CAYLEY [Ano91a, Sch91a, CR84, Can91, Joy15, San91].
CBMS [Sch02]. celebrating [sL17].
Celebration [Ano99a, Ano99i]. celestial [GL10]. Celine [Zim03].
Cellular [Ada96, Leg84]. Center [Pad02, Sit14]. centralizer [But85].
Centre [Ano00a, Ano00b, Ano00c, Ano00d]. Century [tW99]. Certain
[Shi99, JM98, Kel15, LMS12]. certicom [LM08]. certiﬁed [vdHLM +11, Ley10].
Certifying [GLS97, ME18]. CFP [SW96]. CGAL [FT13, FT15]. CGB [SS07].
CGS [SS07]. CGSQE [FIS16]. CGSQE/SyNRAC [FIS16]. Chains
[Bac97, AKM16, AM16, Gen71, KA99, MV11]. Chair [Kar93b, Kar95, Wat96, Ano41b, Ano41c, Bro17, Cha97, Cor99b, Cor01a, Cor02, Kot14a, Kot14b, Wat97b].
Chairman [Dav83]. Challenge [Tec98, Mon93a, Sto98, LM08, Tro97, YDH +15, vzG92]. Challenges
[FM97a, Ayt15, FM97b, FS97]. Change
[Fra80, FGH12]. Character [Di91, Sl9a1]. Characteristic [FG99, GH08, HW75, Hel15, LMI16, Lev15a, PW03]. characteristics [Kar76]. characterization [BB80]. Charles
[Dec14]. Cheater [KI11]. Chebyshev
[Mur10]. checking
[AAB +16, AM10a, BG10]. Chemical
[Abd84, FSH02]. chemistry [Bal84, Sch71]. Chen [SL10]. Chern [Hel15]. Chevalley
[EL01]. Chiang [Ano99b]. Chicago [Pad02]. China [Kar925, Ano03, tW99]. Chionh
[Ano10e]. Choose [HEW +14]. chosen
[Ste06]. Chow [Li15]. Chuang [Dal01].
Church [Win84]. circle [Mig77, TE05].
Circles [Lub15]. Circuits [Oka97, HYH15].
citation [Kar13, Kal15]. citations [Can91].
City [Sit14]. CL [LW95]. Clarifications
[AE83]. class
[BD15, Ben08a, DPFD15, IMSS08, JMV09, KKM15, Mos69, Ng74, PS15, SS17]. Classes
[Ber98b, CTKR99, Hel15, JR91]. classical
[DP15, Pec07, Ren15, Vor80]. Classification
[Oka97, CTKR99, WSW13]. Classifying
[Bet13, Dou99]. Classroom [Ol84].
cleverly [Pad08]. Clifford [Buc03, Fve98]. close
[Sas04, Sto17]. Closed
[CIP12, Ul06, Col74, HW75, Mur09].
Closed-form [Ul06]. closet [Per15].
Closing [Ano95a]. closure
[AKM16, Tsa00, Vas99]. cloud [Hor15].
CloudMath [Hor15]. CMS [Ano16]. Coast
[Ano05, Ano95c, Ano00a, Ano00b, Ano01a, Ano10b, Ano10a, Ano14a, Coo97, HKS99, IS16, Kar98, Lie17, May11, Roc13, SS12b, Sit02a, Sit02b]. Coates [Ber83].
CoCoA [Abb04, ABCR07, AB15, AB17].
CoCoA-5 [AB15]. CoCoA-5.2.2 [AB17].
code-based [MCP15]. Codes
[DS15, DSS15, GTLN14, Lin98a, Lin98b, Mor89, ASP15, Ayd15, BGG15, BSBC15, Bro13, Bul10, DGG15, DMCMM15, Ele15, Joy05a, Joy05b, MMSY15, MMNR15, Mio82, MG15, OVB15, PT99, Pre15b, Sar15, Xam99, Ano01a]. codimension [BGM99].
coding [JM08, Man15a, Por99, Xam99].
coefficient [Iwa05, LW94a, LW94b].
Coefficients
[HM77, SVV95, van80, CM83, CPS11, FG03, Glo98b, Gr609, Gr610, NS09].
Cofactor [Cor96c]. Cohomology [HNT14].
collaboration [Hor15, KPW06].
Collaborative [Min15]. collection
[Mae87b]. Collins [Ano17d]. Colloquium
[Bai02]. collusion [GMRT +15].
collusion-resistant [GMRT +15]. colored
[BM08]. Columbia [Ano98, Jef98b].
Column
[Col96, Col97b, Col97c, Dav83, Vo97a].
Combinat [Thi08]. Combinatorial
[Lab15c, Spe08, Tha08, ZT08].
Combinatorics
[Thi08, KPR16, SS +11]. combinatorial
[Kri84]. Comment
[BH72a, Fat98, Sch88]. Commentary
[FBOS88]. Comments
[Fat85a, Gav79, Mac89, Tri84a, Ebe83, Sit89].
Committee [Kal96, Wat98a]. common
[BCLS11, Gen99, Glo98b, HM13, MY74, Sed08, FL91, Yan91]. Communicated
[Ano14a]. communication [BKKS05].
Commutative [GSR99, GVR04, GPS97, Ste06, Abb04, ABCR07, BLH10, Hei15, Lev10, MR84, Rod84, Stu10].
commutativity [D19]. commutator
[Gla91]. commuting [Lab87]. Compact
[Cam76]. compactly [Sto11]. comparative
[Kli78]. Comparing [Fat03a, Lew08, FN73].
Comparison [HEW+14, LW99, Lew00, CJ88, KA99, MCN94, NM13, NW83, Sun73].

[102x646]

[505x681]
computer [FP89, Fat96, Fat15, FSH02, GL10, Gim03, GPS08, HK08, JN04, Joh10, Joh11a, Joh11b, Joh12a, Joh12b, Joh12c, Joh12d, Joh13b, Joy08, Joy09b, JCMG11a, KS94, Kre88, LW16, Las84, LS03, LW99, Lew00, Loo74, Lou84, Men16, Min15, MR84, Nod96b, Pag07, Pea84, Pec07, Ple69, Ric09, Roa08, Sta10, Sto80, Sto84, Sto11, Sto13a, SS07, Thi00a, Thi00b, Tif15, Too15, Tri84a, Tun17, Wan80c, Wan80b, Win84, Xue15, Zie15, Zip84, di 82, CCA13a].

computer-aided [Emi15, Lou84].

computer-based [Pea84].

Computer-generated [Tha08, ZT08].

computer-based [Pea84].

Computers [Ano99f, Fel77, CP88, FB70, Ste81, di 82].

Computing [AMORH15, AKM16, Ano95f, Ano08a, Arr15, BG90, Ber99a, Bou15, BKR+91, CG11, CDL+11, CLZ08, CM83, Dal01, Edo08, EMTO8, FGVC15, GR08, Gen99, HV98, HNT14, Hub00, IVV99, JS06, Kau03, LM16, Le01, MQB98, Nie84, NMS97, Rec99, Ren15, Ren17, RS91, SK10, Sus09, US06, Ver75, Vol98, Web96, Wei15, YK08, AM10b, Bar15, BK12, Bel83, BGG15, Ber99c, Bla14, Bro74, Bro03, Bro04, Cav75, Ele15, Gen71, Gre15, H193, HZ15, JGB12, Jua15, Kei15, LM12, LMS12, LMF12, Man11, Mon11, Nab07, Rai11, Sal12, Sed08, Ste00, Sut17, Wan89, Zen04].

concept [Pri08, WS83].

concise [Sto17].

Concurrent [Wil92].

conditioned [Mai99].

Conditioning [Mon93b].

condition [Par15].

Conduction [Sha05].

Conference [Ano91a, Ano99f, Ano09, BA99, BA00b, BB98b, Gro09a, Kot02, Mor89, Pad02, RL98, WRL99, TW99, AS16, ARS17, Loo77a, Wan79b, Gie08a].

Conferences [JK02, RVMH11].

configurations [Myo05].

conflict [TE05].

Conformal [JT91].

Congress [Ano84].

Congruences [Ara15, Rad10].

Congruent [Zim84a].

Conics [HM99].

Conjectural [Joy05a].

Conjectures [Com18, Tha08, ZT08].

conjugacy [BHMM13, JR91].

conjugated [Ber06].

conjugates [BvM06, Mig77].

connected [Kor77].

Connectivity [IP11, QH08].

considerations [Eng78, HKN10].

constant [FG03, Grö90, Grö10].

constants [CP78, Wan89].

Constraint [Sat97, BK04].

constraints [YA07].

Construct [Bar91].

constructible [CLM+08, UI10].

ConstructibleSetTools [CML+08].

Constructing [FPS16, Roy91, Aya15, GK85, Sha05].

Construction [BGG15, Gol06, SI00, CK03, De 99, DGG15, Ina05, KB78, Rag15, SK05, SI17, Ver74, Xam99].

constructions [Ara15].

Constructive [Ser99, RRRA03].

containing [CHJ14, JHR15].

Content [Dav00a, Koh00, MSP05].

context [Fri70, Var15].

context-free [Fri70].

continuation [Ley16, RSV02, Ver10, VY15].

continued [Mur09].

continuing [Lic15].

continuity [CJS18].

continuous [MCJ15].

contraction [Man15b].

contributed [Ano10a].

Contributions [RRRA03].

control [KS03].

controversy [Akr81].

Convergence [SI08].

convergent [Bar89].

conversion [Mio82, SS92].

Converting [Lan86].

Convex [AV99, Ost99, AHCDT15].

convolution [BH15, Ste08].

convolutional [MG15].

cores [MX09].

Corner [Crosd96, CJ96].

Correcting [Ano01a, Lin98a, Lin98b, Mor89, DGG15, Ele15, Joy05b, MCP15, Xam99].

Correction [BK14, OVBV15].

corrective [MS08].

COSet [Atk81, Dim71].

count [Pad08].

counter [JP11].

counter-examples [JP11].

Counting [LH15, Mur10].

Course [BW98a, Fit75, Jen75, Rec97, Akr80a, Akr80b, Hei13, Pea84].

courses [Bea15, GGdR+15].

cover [Mon11].

CP [MF83].

CP/M [MF83].

CRACK [WB95, Wol05].

Crandall [Wol13].

Created [Aro82c].

Creative [CHL14, BCCL10, Ze08].

crimes [Sto12a].
criterion [Arr08, WB83]. critical [Win84].
critical-pair [Win84].
critical-pair/completion [Win84].
critique [Can69]. crossings [Mad15a].
crushers [Bul10, Tam15].
cryptanalysis [Fel75a, JM98].
cryptography [Dur15, MCP15, YDH+15].
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primitive [RC76].

Principal [Con90, KN97, Gol91, HS74, MMNR15].

principle [DSM +05].

principles [Kot01].

print [vHvH87].

Printing [Hv83].

Prize [JCMG11b, Kal13, Kal15, Ano13e].

Probabilistic [BCG09, HJS13, HJS16].

Problem [BH72a, Bar73, Cam72, Cam73, CHJ +97, Cor0, Dav86, Fit74a, Har77, Hea72c, HC97, JG74, Kaj75, Laz80, Loo75, McC73, Nor78, PST97, Rim84, SN97, WR79, van80, Bah75a, BHM13, Ber70, BCCR80, CHH +99, CMR74, CJ88, DX07, Fat73b, FMW74, Fat76, Fit74c, GCG83, GJ74, GJY75a, Hag77, HJ74, Hal75, Lau77, Loo77e, Mio82, MC95, Mos70a, Mur00, Nor75a, Par15, RS75, San71, Sch09, Sta74, Sun73, Teo15, Tut73, Yas08, Zip75].

problem-solving [Fat73b].

Problems [Buc91, FM97a, FM97b, Fit73, P89, Sak97, SST +97, Ste99, van80, AC +15, ÁS99, CC83, Cor99a, FB70, Gon88, Ill08, Jen79b, Kor77, KRR10, KRR12, LMTV05, Lew04, Mae87a, Mio74, Pia84, Rad10, RSS79, SAG99, Shi99, Tec11, TJ03, WL08, Wei00, Xue15, Zho07, Tec98, Sto98].

procedure [PS15].

Procedures [Smi84b].

Proceedings [AC94, Ano91a, Gia88, Glo98a, Kau95, Lak96, Lev95, Mor02, ISS99, ISS94, Sen03, Bro93, Doo99, Gut04, Jen76, Kiuc97, Mon01, Tra00, Wan79b, Wan81, WN90, Wat91, Cha86, Gon99, Jen74a, Mor89, Tra06, Wan92, CL06, Gia89, HIR93].

Processing [EJP +01, Fat03b, LaP72, Nic70].

processor [NFIS69, SS68].

processors [Pan98a, Wis84, SAG97].

Producing [van80, Sh77b].

product [AS14, Arn10].

Products [AB14, MP14, CP12, Fri74, JM98, OS16, Sto13b].

Professor
Programs
[Ano99a, Ano99i, Ida05, SK16]. Program
[AG90, Har79, RL98, RS91, WR79, AZ91, Bah71, Bro03, CC72, Kra83, LW16, Lab87, Sed08, Wan89, Zie91], programmers
[Sch75]. Programming
[AG90, Har79, RL98, RS91, WR79, AZ91, Bah71, Bro03, CC72, Kra83, LW16, Lab87, Sed08, Wan89, Zie91].

Programmers
[Sch75]. Programming
[AG90, Har79, RL98, RS91, WR79, AZ91, Bah71, Bro03, CC72, Kra83, LW16, Lab87, Sed08, Wan89, Zie91].

Programming
[AG90, Har79, RL98, RS91, WR79, AZ91, Bah71, Bro03, CC72, Kra83, LW16, Lab87, Sed08, Wan89, Zie91].

Programs
[PH81, WB95, Fat98, Fat03a, Gre72, JH74, KS13, KR85b, Loo72a, Lud69, PH83].

Progress
[PST97]. Project
[Buc84, CT16]. Projecting
[Ull06]. Projection
[UM12]. Projects
[Far15, MaC87b]. Proof
[Kal93a, Wan16, AD10, BB80, Gor98]. Proofs
[Fat85b, Tha08, ZT08]. Properties
[Pop97, Buc76a, Gro09]. Property
[Win84]. Proposal
[Buc84, CT16]. Proposed
[Akr80a, Akr80b, Neu80, San71]. Proposes
[Sto17]. Protocol
[ADS96, The10a]. Prove
[Xue15]. Proves
[AZ91]. Providing
[O'B91]. Proving
[FèV98, MA08, Pec07, Pec87a, Win84, Zie91, DP15]. Provisional
[FF82]. Pseudo
[SHS96, MG15]. Pseudo-Parallel
[SHS96]. Pseudo-random
[MG15]. Pseudovarieties
[CKW03]. PSLQ
[FCW13]. Public
[Kie87, BS15, Dur15, Iwa08]. Public-key
[Iwa08]. Publication
[Bor98]. Publishers
[Qui97]. Puiseux
[BG90, Pec87a]. Puissieu
[Koe93]. Punctured
[MG15]. Pure
[GR99, Ver74]. Purpose
[vH75]. Puzzles
[FM97a, FM97b]. PVM
[LW95].

QD
[Sch83]. QEpCAD
[Arn10, Bro03, Bro04]. QRGCD
[NM13]. Quadratic
[Abb14, SV10, YDH15]. Quadrature
[Fee99]. Quadtrees
[Wis84]. Qualitative
[Lee10]. Quantifier
[Col74, Arn10, FIS16, HW75, ZKK11]. Quantization
[Por97]. Quantum
[Dal01, Ele15, DGG15, Lau15, Roa08, YDH15, KS14]. Quasi
[AM16, CM15, CDM15]. Quasi-components
[AM16]. Quasi-polynomials
[CM15]. Quasi-shuffle
[CDM15]. Quasilinear
[Sch16]. Quaternionic
[Liu15]. Queries
[IP11]. Query
[DX07]. Quest
[vdHLM+11]. Question
[ABR98, Her98]. Questions
[Bea15]. Quite
[CJ92]. Quotient
[KS92, CS13, FsO6, MMR15]. Quotient-difference
[CS13]. Quotients
[VHC17].

R
[LeS70, tW99, De99]. Rachford
[WRW17]. Radical
[BH97, Web96, ST97, StO84]. Radicals
[Jar15, MMR16, WN98, Sh77a]. Radioactive
[KA99]. Radius
[Mor10]. Ramanujan
[Am11, Rad10]. Ramanujan-like
[Am11]. Ramified
[SFH00, FSH02]. Rand
[Qui97]. Random
[Raj80, SFH00, Fit74a, MG15]. Rank
[Fon08, BJS06, J15, SJ13, WRW17]. Rankings
[Gol06]. Ranks
[Kel15]. Rapid
[Har00]. Rational
[BCCL10, FL91, Ghe14, HK95, KU14, Lab15b, Mur14, Ngo11, Yan91, FCD15, AH15, AKM16, BR74, CDS99, CS10, DJ96, Elk08, EMT08, ES10b, Fat72b, Ghe10, Hal74, KN00, Mio82, MCD15, MP16, Mur09, Ren82, SS92, Sni84b, US06, WGD82, Zho82]. Rational-functions
[BCCL10]. Rationally
[Fat72b]. Rationals
[Nov08, NVH08, WCF12, vH10]. Re
[JR15]. Rewriting
[JR15]. Real
[AM16, DK98, GKR5, MA99, R77, Abb14, Akr78, AS99, An11, Cap86a, CMMX10, CDL+11, CGL05, CM13, Co74, FIS16, Ghe86, MBS15, SS11, Tsi16, Ver75, YA07]. RealCertify
[ME18]. Realization
[KO83]. Really
[KO83, AM08]. Realm
[Ste81]. Rearranging
[Fat03]. Realm
[ABK16, Gro99, Lee10]. Recognition
[Cal74, Tre90, Sni84b]. Reconfiguration
[Ala05]. Reconstructing
[CsL10]. reconstruction
[DSJL08, FCW13, WGD82]. Recovering
[Gut15]. recovery [BM15]. Rectangular
[CJ97]. Recurrence [SVV95, Bar03, CC83, CvHL10a, CvHL10b, MS16b, RT88, Ver74].
Recurrences [Bac97, AZ91, Pet08]. Recursive
[GV13, CC83, CvHL10a, CvHL10b, MS16b, RT88, Ver74].
Reduction [SS97, REDUCE]
[Loo77d, Cap86s, AE83, ASW89, BC81, CH85, Dav82a, Fit73, Gat87, Har77, Har79, Hea82a, Hea82c, Hea90, Hol92, Hv83, Kal82a, Koe95, KO83, KR85b, KR85a, MF83, MH85, Maa85, Nor85, PH80, PH83, Sch82, Sch83, ÚHK82, WR79, vH82, van86, vHvH87, Alv90, LS85, Loo72b, NW83, Rod84, Tri00].
[Reduc-2 [Rod84]. Reduce-based [Alv00].
Reduced [MSV08, Poh81]. reducible [Ber06]. reducing [KS16, SS09]. Reduction
[CHL14, BCCL10, Buc76b, BRRT08, Kal82b, Kie82, Mad15b, Sti83, Tra15, WRW17].
reductions [WB83]. Rees [D’A15].
references [Akr80a]. refinement [Abb14]. Refiner [HC97]. reflections [Jen79a].
region [Den12]. regular [AKM16, AM16, MV11].
RegularChains [CML*08, CDL+11, LMX05, Maz15].
regularity [AM10a, BMG99]. regulators [Ja08]. Related [Fel77, WB95, Har00, Nab07, Ple96, Rad10, Teo15]. Relation
[Pra90, RT88]. Relations [SVV95, CC83, CvHL10a, Gra91, LOW08, Ver74].
relationship [CJ03]. relative [HZ15].
relatives [Sto76]. Relativistic [How70].
relativity [Col74, Kra83, Mac89]. Relaxed
[SY14]. Relaxing [GL13]. Release [Bah77].
relevant [Mio84]. reliability [DCW09].
reliable [LTdD+10]. Remains [SVV95, Jar12, Joh75, Yun74]. remark
[ABD85, Akr80a, Akr80b]. remarks [Neu80]. Remembering [Wol13]. removing
[vTGo03]. Renschuch [Abo03].
reparameterization [SV99]. replacement [HK05]. Reply [Fat73a]. Report
[Arn87, Cha90, Cha91, CW98, Eng15, Hec94, HLS84, Lab87, Las84, Mad92, MHGG80, Mio88, Sch82, Vol96, Vol97b, Vol97c, Wat98a, ADS96, Col74, RC76, Vol97a]. repository [WBD12]. Representation
[OS16, Pat96, Sch91a, CLM+08, CGL05, Gol91, Kat87]. representations [Ba12, CDM15, Emi15, Gae99, JM98, Kij74, Wec74].
Representing [MP14, Soi97, Wis84].
reprint [Hea69]. Research
[Ano00a, Ano00b, Ano00c, Ano00d, Ani15, Ham14, Liu15, Vol96, tW99, Ano91b, Far15, Far04, GMM87, Jov09a, SL17, Ter11, Vol97c]. residue [DPFD15, IMSS08, KKM15].
residues [Nor82]. Resistance [SFH00].
resistant [GMRT+15]. resisting [Tam15]. resolution [Pei87a]. resolutions [Gal15].
Resolvent [DJ96]. Response [LeS70]. restrictions [JM98]. Result [KS14].
Resultant
[SS98, COK3, DD99, LPA15, LYG12, Min04].
Resultants
[Mcc97, LMS12, Lew08, RZ11, Rue10].
results
[CMPS10, Huf15, SS09, Teo15, Tri84b].
Retreat [Mad92]. Reversed [HM77].
Review [Ber96, BY02, Buc03, Cet96, Cor91b, Dal91, DP15, Dav93, Dec14, Gak79, GVR04, Hei13, Lob96, Qu97b, Ano79].
Reviewed [Jef98a]. Reviews [Cet97].
revised [Arr08]. revision [Bah74].
Revisited [MJ14, RC05]. Revisiting
[CJ18, NM13]. revolutionary [Fra50].
Rewrite [Fev98, Raa15]. rewriting
[GSZ15, KS16, Kic82, NS18]. REX
[McG84]. Rhine [Ano99h, Kre01]. Riccati
[KYA08]. Richard [Ano17a, Qui97, Ano13e, CGG+04, JCMG11b, Hol13]. Ridge
[Pad02]. Riemann [BB96, CJK98, MCJ15].
right [Glo98b]. RIMS [Nod96a, Ter11].
ring [Liu15, Pér99, San91]. rings
[BLH10, CM15, DS15, DSS15, DPFD15, HL10, IMSS08, MMNR15, OS16, Teo15].
Ripa [Rob01]. Risa [IS09, SS07].
Risa/Asir [IS09, SS07]. RISC
shell [Jen79b]. Shirshov [GSGZ15]. short [Akr78, Akr80a, Akr80b, Fat98, LS16, RSSU79, Sht77b, Whi78]. shortened [OV15]. Should [Buc90, Mos70a, Sch75]. shuffle [CDM15]. SIAM [CW98, Wan78d]. Sierpinski [FSH02, SFH00]. Signal [EJP+01]. signature [Ede13, EF15, SLW15]. signature-based [Ede13, EF15, SLW15]. Significance [Ost99]. SIGSAM [Gon89, Mos70b, Ano82b, Ano14b, Ano14c, Bro17, Cha07, Col69, Coo96b, Cor99b, Cor01a, Cor02, FS97, HJ74, Kot14a, Kot14b, Lau77, Lak98, Neu69, Nor78, RS75, ISS89, Wat97a, Wat98a]. SIGSAM/ISSAC [Lak98]. Similar [Ste99, Loo72b]. Simon [Ano98, Doo99, Jef98b, Ber98a]. simpcomp [ES11, ES10a]. Single [Bar91, BI91b, Cj92, FL91, Bar15, BI91a, Fat96, Fit74b, HAg77, JRG91, NRG88, SW85, vHvH87]. Simplicial [ES11, LPR99, BGM10, ES10a, Rou09]. Simplification [Yan91, Bbh71, Cap86a, Col69, Maz85, McG84, Nat92, Sht77a, Sto76]. simplified [BB80]. Simplifying [LOW8, Sto13b, Fat72b]. simply [CJ18]. Simulation [Ano99f]. Simulations [HC97]. sine [Mai99]. sine-polynomials [Mai99]. single [FN75]. Singular [KN98, SI00, Iwa05, VIl98, GPS08, LS03, GPS97, Lev10]. singularities [GK16, Nor82, vHK12]. Singularity [GPS97, SI00]. singularly [Mad15b]. singularly-perturbed [Mad15b]. Sister [Zin03]. six [Sun73]. Sixth [Ano99e, Ano99g, Ano03, Mon01]. size [BD14, DSH04, Fre15, MJ13]. sized [Nor79]. skeletons [Ksi15, Per15]. skew [Ayd15, CL15, HL10, LOW08, Man15a]. slice [Rou09]. SLIP [HP67, SS68]. slow [KS81]. slowly [Bar89]. SLV [Tsi16]. Small [BI91b, Dav00b, Dav12, KOS83, BI91a, DIS10, Du08, Ebe16, NY03, ST02]. smaller [Bah69, Sto80]. Smallest [Mur14]. Smith [Con90]. SMP [Fat85a]. SNAP [CW98, Ema96, Nag07]. Snowbird [Wat81]. Society [Abd84, Sit06]. softcover [Qui97]. Software [BBK+11, Dir00, Mon11, Nie70, Sor97, Ano10a, HSW89, Hea09, HKS17, Joy90a, KRR12, Rai11, The10a, Tsi16, Xie07, Zen08]. solitary [Rag15]. soliton [CHH+99, CHH+99]. Solution [AB14, Bah75a, Cor00, FMW74, GK85, GCG83, Har77, Hea72c, KYA08, R575, Sto98, Tut73, BHMM13, Cla69, CMR74, Cj88, Cor93, Fit74c, GK84, Gj74, GjY75a, Hal75, Jen79b, Kaa99, Lau77, Loo77e, Mor87, Nor78, Rim84, RT88, Sol71, Sta74, SCWLO8, VI98, Wan16, Zip75, vdR73]. Solutions [Ghe14, Izu14, Tec98, Mon93b, Nor75a, vH114, CP12, CDL+11, FG03, Ghe10, Gos98, Ili08, LH15, LM12, Mad15a, Ng011, Par15, Rag15, SS12a, Ste10, Tro97, Wil84, vHK12]. Solvability [SS10]. solve [AB14, CHH+99, CHH+99]. Solved [WR79]. Solver [Sat97, Wil04, Cha81, WSW13]. Solvers [Ber96, Li09]. Solving [BK04, BJS06, BK14, Buc91, CvHL10b, CHJ+97, Dec14, HC97, JD12, Lau01, Mae87a, MK96, MP11, MC95, Pet08, Roa08, SAS99, SIK14, Sch02, Ste96, Bat13, Bul10, CHH+99, Fat73b, FBO88, GHO8, GjM90, Gk88, Kto01, Lab87, Ley10, Mi09, MGR+08, Mi074, Pan05, Pea84, Sch16, Tri11, Wol05, Wol08a, Xia07, Xie07, Xue15, YA07, Yun73, ZK11, Zho07, CvHL10a, FvH10]. Some [Bar91, BKR+91, Buc91, Buc76a, CHJ14, Dur15, Ebe83, HKS17, Huf15, Hv83, Ks94, Kan76, Kor77, Kic82, Nam86, Neo80, PR15, Sit89, Th08, vHvH87, AS99, Bar89, Bel83, Ber98b, D’A15, Ggr8+15, Gra91, Joy05a, Lev15a, Nor91, Sar15]. sometimes [Fat96]. Sommese [Dec14]. Son [Knu75]. Sonata [AY16]. Source [Dal02, DMP+02, Joy08, Joy90a, Joy90b, JCMG11a, Pag07]. Southern [Ano99a, Ano99b, Ano00c, Ano00d]. Soviet
Space [CGKZ05a, CGKZ05b, AHM15, Atk81, Dou99, KH81].
Space-efficient [CGKZ05a, CGKZ05b].
Spaces [AB14, RS91]. Spain
Space-ecient [CGKZ05a, CGKZ05b].
Spaces [AB14, RS91]. Spain
Spanish [Gut04, Mon01, RL98, Rob01].
Sparse [Bak93, CsL08, EK12, FSS15, GLS97, GR16, HNT14, Joh74, LYG12, MP10, SIK14, vdHL14, AGR13, CsL09, CsL10, Ebe16, Fat03a, HMM10, HM13, JM10, Kli78, Man77, MT15, MW17, PM07, Row81, Vil98, WSW13, WCF12]. sparsest [GRT10].
sparsity [CHS16].
spatial [Lee10].
Special [Dew00b, Gra91, KW97, Mon96, Piq89, Piq90, SB97, SW96, vH75, Joy09a, Mos69, Ore84, Pig90, Rei02, Sit06, SPA+99, Sta10, Win84, Ano95a]. Specialization [GLGVTZ00, Mon99, Rue15]. specific [SC17]. Speed [FP89, Bah73b].
speed-up [Bah73b]. Speeding [FH96].
sphere [MCJ15].
spin [Fri74]. Spinning [Tot15]. Spinor [Lac92]. SPIRAL [MJF+10]. SPIRAL-generated [MJF+10].
spline [JSS03]. split [Doe08, Sha15b].
sponsored [Col69]. sporadic [Sao10].
Spreadsheet [ACS92]. Spring [Sit06].
St [Ano99c, Ano99d, Tra00]. St.Petersburg [BBS+02]. Stability [Myl05, DM15, Ke00].
Stages [Ghe14]. Standalone [MZ97].
Standard [FF82, Kil16, il15, CM15, GK16, Kat87, Nam86, Ren15, Hea99, MHGG80].
starting [Pop00]. State [Ano99j, Ano99l, KH81, Gri79, RSSU79].
State-space [KH81]. statement
[GIY75b, Zas84]. statements
[Sht77b, van86]. statistical [HL08, Mig80a].
Statistics [Tro82]. Status [Sch82]. Stavros [Ano14a].
Steering [Kal96]. Stefan [Ano12].
Steegun [CDJW00]. Steps
[Abr00, Abr98, Her98, HKS17]. Stetter
[Ano99a, Ano99l]. Stevens [Sit06]. Stewart
[DN90, GZ05b]. Stickelberger [Ara15].
stimulate [Coo97]. Stockholm [Jen74a].
storage [Cam76, Moe78]. straight [Sed08]. strategies [Küc82]. String [Alm11]. strong
[FPS16]. strongly [Wil84]. structure
[CDM15, Dah12, FPS16, Moe78, MP12, RC76]. structure-preserving [FPS16].
Structured [BN14, HHS12, BJS06, JMV09, LM16, SS13, Uga12]. Structures
[MP14, FP89, FN73, PH83, Ple69, Neu99].
Student [Far15]. Students [Buc90, Cal84].
Study [WR79, CW72, Kli78, Mat10, Mig80a, Sal93, Sha91, Thi00a, Thi00b]. stuffle
[BDM13]. Sturm [Mur10]. Sturmfels
[Sch02]. style [Rue15]. Subcommittee
[Neu69]. subexpressions [Fat15]. Subfields
[GR99, Lan93]. subgroups [DI91, JR91].
submodules [GK16, MMR99]. Subprograms [CCM+14, CCM+16].
subroutine [Tut73]. Subscripts [Hv83].
substitutions [Row81]. subsystems
[Lev10]. successive [Poh81]. sucessiones
[iba08]. Sum [MP14, Bar89, KYA08].
Sum-of-Products [MP14]. Summary
[Mos70b, Lak98, WRL99, Col69].
Summation [Erö10, Zim14, BKSS10, Car03, ES10b, Koe95, McN04, Sch08a, Zim03].
summations [Wan91]. Summer [Sit14].
Sums
[Le01, Bro09, CX08, DMH15, Fri74, Smi84a].
Sun [Ano14a]. superelliptic
[Bes15, BSS15, Sha15a, Sha15b].
Superhigh [Sha05].
support [EK12, LaP72, Tri00, pro12]. supports
[CK03]. surface [CHH+99, Iwa08].
Surfaces
[CJ98, BGJ11, CGL05, Edoo8, ES11, Elk08, Jai08, Ke15, KLV03, Lub11, Lub15, Sch99].
survey
[EF15, GRI76, LS16, Ple69, RSSU79, SAA08].
Suzuki [SS07]. Sweden [Jen74a]. Sweedler
[Kal93a]. Switzerland [Lak96]. syllabus
[Akr80a, Akr80b]. Sylow [JR91]. Sylvester
[Rue15, WW11]. SYMBAL
Symbolic [Che83, Don83, Ste82, Vor80, CL82, KS16, NS18, SS93, SW85]. symbol-manipulation [SW85]. SYMBOLANG [Ber70]. Symbolic [ACM94, Ano91b, Ano93, Ano95d, Ano98, Ano99c, Ano99d, Ano99g, Ano93, Ano97, Ano99a, Bro93, CL96, Cap03, CC72, Cha86, ChA+97, Cla69, CsL09, Doo99, Enc97a, Eng15, Fat81, FH96, Fat99, Fla88, Ged99, GMM87, Gia88, Giu01, Gle86, Glo98a, Gon89, Gri76, Gut04, Har79, Hod11, Hon94, Hon96c, IT12, Jen96, Jen76, KF99, KW97, Kau05, Ke00, Kuc97, LR98, Lak96, Lev95, Lex95, Lic15, Lic84, Llo84, LMF12, Mio74, NP88, NS17, RV02, The10b, SV10, Sho82, SS17, Sto79, Tra06, Tra00, Vol97c, Vol98, Wan78c, Wan81, Wan92, WN90, Wat98b, Zho07, AE83, AAB+16, Bar08, Ben08a, Ber99c, BGJ70, BKSS10, BGJ11, BCCR80, BCLA82, Buc84, CL96, Car03, Cha81]. symbolic [CGG83, Col69, CM02, Coo04, Din09, Ebn86, EB70, ES10b, Fat84, FBO888, Fat15, Fel75a, FS97, Fue08, Gen71, Gra87, Gri79, Hf93, HYH15, HLS84, How70, Hue84, Jen77, KO13, Kan76, KPR16, KAA9, Koh10, Kri84, Lac92, Leg84, Lic15, Lic84, Llo84, LM1F2, Mio74, NP88, NS17, RV02, The10b, SV10, Sho82, SS17, Sto79, Tec11, Vor90, Wan76b, Wan80c, Wan80b, dT84, vH84, vdHLM+11, Ano84, BU93a, BU93b, Gia89, KRR12, NG79, Rei02]. Symbolic-algebraic [She07].

Symbolic-Numeric [SW97, CsL09, Hod11, SVZ06, VH84]. Symbolically [BB96, SAG99, Xie07].

SymGrid [The10b]. SymGrid-Par [The10b]. Symmetric [KS14, CP12, FPS16, Gae99, GMRT+15, JGB12, SS68]. Symmetry [AHM15]. symplectic [Gra91]. Symposium [ACM94, Ano95d, Ano95f, Ano98, Ano99c, Ano99e, Ano99d, Ano99b, Ano99g, Ano03, Ano08a, Bro93, CL96, Cap03, Cha86, Cha96a, Doo99, Enc97a, Eng15, Gia88, Gia89, Giu01, Glo98a, Gon89, Gut04, Hon94, Hon96c, Jen96b, Jen76, Kau05, Kuc97, LR98, Lak96, Lev95, Mor02, Mou01, Ng79, Rei00, ISS89, ISS94, Sen03, Tra06, Tra00, Wan81, Wan92, WN90, WT91, KV04].

SymPy [JCMG11a]. Symmsac [Cha86, Wan81, Jen76]. synergy [ORE84]. SyNRAC [FIS16, YA07]. Synthesizing [CC83]. SYPPAC [di 82].

System [BK14, Dav00b, Fèv98, GK85, GPS97, KO83, Mon93b, Pop97, SVV95, SJ05, Ste96, TO97, Yan91, dr90, An08, AS09, Ar09, Bah69, BS74, BGJ11, Bro04, Bul10, CL87, CGG83, Cla69, Eng75, Far15, GL10, GK84, GCG83, GR88, GPS08, Gs110, HK08, HLS84, JTR91, Jen70, Jen77, KS81, Kli74, Kot01, KR85b, LaP72, LW08, LPR99, LS03, Lo09, Lou84, Man10, MGR+08, Meu03, Moe78, Mor87, NP88, Pag07, Rim84, Roa08, Rod84, SS11, SS12a, SH09, SW06, Sho82, Str74, Tro97, Wil84, Xie15, Zhu15, dCW09, di 82, KP97].

Systems [An84, BNN14, Buc91, Cal01, Dec14, Ger98, GRS97, GS97, LAZ01, SK14, Sch02, dQ77b, dr90, BK04, Ban08, Bar10a, BPS12, Bar15, Bat13, Bos84, BJS06, Bou15, CL96, C1D+11, CK03, CJ88, DM15, Dav12, EGK90, Fat81, Fat87, FPS9, Fat96, Fat15, FIS16, Gae99, GM09, GSGZ15, Hf93, IT12, Joy08, Joy99b, JCMG11a, KSO3, Kau09, Kue88, KKM15, Lab15a, Lao80, LW99, Lew00, Ley10, Llo84, LM1F2, Mac89, Mad15b, Mad15a, MK96, Man10, MP11, MS16b, Min15, Nat92, Pon88a, Por09, RV02, The10b, Sau80, SV10, SS13, SS10, Ste10, Sun73, Sun74, SS07, Tif15, Tri11, Vil98, Wol05, Wol08a, WSW13, Xia07, Xie07, Yun73, dQ77a, dT84]. syzygies [Ter13, Wal89].

T [CH14]. Table [JK02, Pig90, Piq90].

tableaux [CP88]. Tables [Gak79, Nor80, DI91]. taking [Fit74b].

Talks
tangent [JRH15], tangents [Dav82b].
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